
TeleZüri opts for file-based workflows 
with systems from DVS
Reliable, flexible and future-ready – these are the main reasons why TeleZüri switched to file-based work-

flows and has placed high-end systems from DVS, a Rohde&Schwarz subsidiary*, at all strategic positions 

in the new production chain. Switzerland’s largest local TV broadcaster used the transition to make HD the 

standard resolution in its workflows. 

Challenging and future-ready 
TeleZüri was looking to make its production processes even 
more efficient, particularly for tasks such as ingest,  editing, 
graphics and playout. The company also wanted to com-
pletely switch from tape-based operation to consistent file-
based workflows. The only way to achieve these challenging 
goalswaswithinnovative,state-of-the-arttechnology(Fig. 1).
And with highly skilled partners: Jordi AG, the Swiss sys-
tems partner of TeleZüri, developed the file-based workflow, 
and a major part of the high-end studio technology is from 
DVS Digital Video Systems GmbH, a new member of the 
Rohde&Schwarz group of companies. 

Fig. 1 High-endtechnologyfromDVSmaximizesstudioefficiency,especiallyfortaskssuchasingest,editing,graphicsandplayout–andallwith 

consistent file-based production processes.

DVS supplied the key equipment for the new system: six 
 VENICE video servers, a DVS-SAN with 96 Tbyte for central 
storageandaSpycerBoxwith48 Tbyteforreliablenearline
storage. TeleZüri combined this equipment with an  AVECO 
s.r.o automation system and a NorCom Information Technol-
ogy AGproductionsystemtosuccessfullytransitiontofile-
based workflows. It was not possible to immediately switch 
to completely file-based workflows since there was still tape-
based SD material to be processed, e.g. archive material and 
material coming from ENG cameras or satellite newsfeeds.
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* See box on page 37.
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File-based production chain at TeleZüri

Craft editing

Low-res editing

Central ingest

2 × VENICE
4 + 2 channels

Production storage

DVS-SAN,
high availability,
96 Tbyte

Nearline storage

SpycerBox, 48 Tbyte

Ethernet
HD-SDI
Fiber channel
VDCP
MOS

VENICE + Spycer® web service

On-air playout

2 × VENICE
4 + 4 channels

Studio playout
(Studio 1 + 2)

2 × VENICE
4 + 4 channels

2 × rundown
Studio 1

NorCom production system

AVECO
automation system

2 × rundown
Studio 2
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TeleZüri
TeleZüri was founded in 1994 and was one of Switzerland’s 
first regional TV broadcasters, delivering information to the 
regioninandaroundZurich(potentialaudience:2.7 million).
News broadcasts and talk shows make TeleZüri the informa-
tion station for the entire Zurich region. As a forward-think-
ing TV station, TeleZüri is increasingly placing importance on 
new distribution channels such as video on demand or mobile 
applications to meet the changing media consumption behav-
ior among its younger audience.  

VENICE video servers: fast and reliable
The six  VENICE video servers provide 22 video channels 
spread across the entire workflow and are responsible for key 
broadcasting tasks such as ingest, news playout and on-air 
playout(Fig. 2).Contentcomingfromawiderangeofsources
such as ENG cameras, archive tapes, satellite newsfeeds and 

Fig. 2 Sixmultichan-

nel VENICE video 

servers are respon-

sible for key broad-

casting tasks such as 

ingest, news playout 

and on-air playout. 

live signals from studios, is ingested via two  VENICE video 
servers. The user can control all tasks via the video server’s 
convenient GUI.  VENICE uses its integrated hardware scaler 
to convert source material from SD to HD in realtime so that 
all content is available in HD throughout the entire production 
chain. This solution frees journalists from time-consuming 
searching and conversion tasks and allows them to fully con-
centrate on creative work instead. 

Two  VENICE video servers provide eight channels for stu-
dio playout. These channels are controlled via multiple pro-
tocols and systems. For playout of primary events,  VENICE 
is connected to the NorCom newsroom control system 
(NRCS): Rundowns are sent to  VENICE using media object 
server (MOS) protocol. The  VENICE video server GUI not only 
shows users a comprehensive overview of the playlist, it also 
allows them to run individual clips. Thanks to the dynamic 
 playlist, changes in the rundown such as adding additional 
clips or changing the running order can be done manually by 
the user or automatically by the NRCS even during broadcast 
operations. 
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The video servers enable title sequences with transparency 
effects by supporting file formats with integrated alpha chan-
nel. Key and fill signals are available on the HD-SDI ports 
(3 Gbit/s),allowingproducersatTeleZüritoimplementsophis-
ticated opening and closing sequences. 

Reliable storage solution
The DVS-SAN is configured as the system’s central storage, 
providing the greatest possible reliability thanks to its redun-
dant design. It is able to run continuously around the clock 
and offers maximum availability. All connected systems such 
as online and offline editing workstations can directly access 
the data stored on the DVS-SAN. As the  VENICE systems 
used for ingest and studio playout have no internal storage, 
DVS-SAN in the perfect addition thanks to its guaranteed real-
time performance. 

ASpycerBoxwith48 Tbytenotonlyfunctionsasreliable
nearline storage, it also serves as backup and archive storage 
for all TeleZüri data. 

In December 2010, Rohde&Schwarz integrated Hanover-based 
DVS Digital Video Systems GmbH into the Rohde&Schwarz 
group. The company, which was founded in 1985 and now has 
130 employees, is the leading international manufacturer of hard-
ware and software for professional film and video post production. 
DVS also produces digital video systems and storage solutions 
for the film and TV industry. With its future-ready systems, DVS 
offers flexible solutions for modern, file-based workflows: 

VENICE multichannel video server 
VENICE enables fast and efficient processing of various com-
pressed and uncompressed formats. The DVS system is a solid 
server for ingest, playout and transcoding. 

Always in the picture with content management
The intelligent Spycer® content management software from 
DVS is used to manage the material within the entire net-
work. Spycer® offers high-speed copying processes as well 
as searching and editing of image data. TeleZüri opted for 
the Sony XDCAM EX file format as it provides a good combi-
nationofimagequalityanddataratesat35 Mbit/s.Itisalso
natively supported by the  VENICE video servers.

Summary
Peter Canale, Head of Business and Technology at TeleZüri, 
is fully satisfied with the new workflows: “We benefit enor-
mously from the introduction of tapeless workflows using 
DVS technology. The six  VENICE systems save us a consider-
able amount of time, allowing us to respond more quickly and 
flexibly during our current broadcast operations.” 

As a result of the successful transition, TeleZüri is now able to 
offer its services to the sports channel Schweizer Sportfern-
sehen (SSF), which is located at the TeleZüri premises. 

Katrin Brussa; Niklas Fabian

CLIPSTER® workstation 
The award-winning CLIPSTER® workstation is the world’s most 
popular system for bringing encrypted film to movie theaters. The 
DVS flagship enables users to perform all the steps in a digital 
intermediate (DI) workflow on one system – steps that would oth-
erwise need to be distributed over several products. This worksta-
tion provides online editing of film data, conversion to various out-
put formats, color correction and even film restoration. CLIPSTER® 
can handle any level of resolution – SD, HD, 2K and even 4K. 

DVS-SAN / SpycerBox storage systems
Thanks to their versatility and performance, the modular DVS-SAN 
and SpycerBox high-end storage systems are the perfect solution 
for the post production and broadcast markets. The DVS-SAN han-
dles hundreds of connected clients effortlessly and can provide 
huge amounts of data to a wide variety of processing systems. The 
SpycerBox improves the performance of file-based workflows.

Spycer®
The intelligent Spycer® content management software acceler-
ates the workflow and removes the uncertainty of finding image 
sequences and their metadata in complex networks. Spycer® sup-
ports large post production houses and broadcast networks in cre-
ating a transparent network that makes the contents of all con-
nected systems available. 

For more information, visit www.dvs.de

DVS Digital Video Systems GmbH headquarters in Hanover.

DVS Digital Video Systems GmbH 
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